
International Surrey Company LTD. 

Pedaling Since 1970 

www.SurreyCompany.com 

We’re not the best because we’re the oldest.  We’re the oldest because we’re the best! 



The story of the Surrey in the United States is 
the story of International Surrey Company 
LTD.  In 1970 we began as a Surrey rental      
business in Florida and Texas.  With over 39 
years of Surrey rental, import/distribution,    
manufacturing and export experience, we are 
widely recognized as the premier Surrey and   
leisure cycle company.  No other company in the 
world has rented, distributed and manufactured 
these distinctive, four wheel cycles.   

 
We are recognized as the industry leader 
for good reason.  Whether purchasing a 
Surrey for your home or several for your 
business, when you purchase from           
International Surrey Company LTD., you 
know that you will benefit from our four    
decades of experience and unparalleled 
quality.  We also have the first Surrey   

showroom in the world.  Visitors come from all over the globe to experience our 
industry leading products.  Call for an appointment today!  
 
International Surrey Company LTD. does not wait for new designs to      
originate in a foreign country.  We use our extensive knowledge and           
experience to constantly modify and improve our products by merging             
yesterday’s experience with today’s bicycle technology.  From components like 
LED head and tail lamps, aluminum alloy rims and stainless steel spokes to our 
Easy 7 Speed Shimano Gearing Package, we innovate while our competitors 
imitate, which is why International Surrey 
Company LTD. is “The” Surrey Company, and 
everyone else isn’t! 
 
Website:  
www.SurreyCompany.com 
 

 
 

Showroom Address:  
15005 Delaney Road 
La Marque, Texas 77568 
 
 

Telephone:  (409) 986.2006 
Facsimile: (409) 935.8730 

We’re “the” Surrey Company... 

… and everyone else isn’t! 
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What we enjoy most at International Surrey Company LTD.  is utilizing our   
four decades of Surrey experience to continue to innovate.  We constantly 
look for new ways to make your Surrey experience more enjoyable.  Our    
formula for industry leading success is simple.  We innovate. Others imitate. 
 

EXCLUSIVE GEARING 

We offer the first and only 7 speed gearing package  specially engineered for 
our Surrey. We also offer the only 26 tooth rear sprocket to achieve the lowest 

and easiest gearing for a Surrey in the world.  
For many years, Surreys have been difficult to  
operate in areas with hills, inclines and windy 
conditions. The Easy 7 Speed Shimano     
Gearing Package makes the Surrey Deluxe 
and Surrey Limousine Deluxe a pleasure to 
ride in all conditions.  No Surrey is complete without 
the Easy 7 Speed Shimano Gearing Package! 

 

UNIQUELY SURREY COMPANY 

Each International Surrey Company Surrey comes complete with 
uniquely formulated touch up paint that will keep your Surrey looking 
new for years to come. 
 

INTEGRATED ACCESSORIES 

Do not worry about getting thirsty while out enjoying a Surrey ride.  
We offer the only fully integrated dual drink holder, 
which includes the Surrey Company water bottle, 
that mounts directly to the specially designed     
handle bar. 
 

Optional, fully integrated, rear view mirrors allow the driver to see 
others approaching from the rear.  Like the dual drink holder, the 
rear view mirrors mount to our specially designed handle bar. 
 
Our exclusive, highly efficient, battery powered,       

optional LED  headlamps with two operational settings provide full 
time, bright lighting. 
 

 
 
 

 

International Surrey Company LTD. offers the largest selection of optional   
Surrey accessories in the industry, including: 
 

  Surrey Safety Flag  ISC Surrey Bell 
  ISC Uga Horn  Surrey Storage Basket 
  Surrey Storage Bag  AM/FM Surrey Radio 
 

Visit our online store to learn about our Accessory Value Packages. 
 

Our pledge is to continue to offer CYCLES THAT MOVE YOU! 

Our innovation for other’s imitation 
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The EZ Rider is the wildly popular electric hybrid 7 speed trike, a real transportation          
alternative. The EZ Rider has the capability to travel more than 25 miles* on a single charge 
of electric power alone. The EZ Rider allows the driver to pedal with or without electric assist.  
The EZ Rider includes front and rear lights, turning signals, brake light, rear view mirrors, dual 
disk brakes, 7 speed transmission and adjustable, suspension, recumbent seating.  Whether 
in a retirement community or to and from work, the EZ Rider exceeds all expectations. 
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Electric TRIKE 

Colors Green, Blue and Red 

Frame A36 Steel 

Size 16 inch front; 20 inch rear 

Weight 72 lbs (w/o battery) 

Electric Motor Brushless Motor 

Motor Specifications 24V / 750 watts 

Battery Specifications Lead Acid, 24V, 36 AH 

Charging Time 7-8 hours 

Maximum Speed 12-15 mph* 

Maximum Distance 22-27 miles* 

I’m Electric 

* Product performance varies depending on rider and riding conditions 
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Electric Mountain Bike I’m Electric 

Our new line of hybrid cycles combines high quality bicycle components with electric 
hybrid technology that allows the rider to utilize traditional pedal power or electric 
power to motivate the bike.  The Volt is an aluminum alloy mountain bike that        
features a 7 speed rear derailleur system as well as a rear 24V brushless electric 
motor powered by a 400 watt motor and  light weight Li-Ion battery.  The Volt is   
popular among urban mountain bike riders that use their mountain bike for             
recreational riding and transportation around town.  

Colors Gray/Black and Yellow/Purple 

Frame Aluminum Alloy 

Size 26 inch 

Weight 43 lbs (w/o battery) 

Electric Motor Rear Brushless Hub Motor 

Motor Specifications 24V / 400 watts 

Battery Specifications Li –Ion, 24V, 13 AH 

Charging Time 5-6 hours 

Maximum Speed 12-15 mph* 

Maximum Distance 22-27 miles* 

* Product performance varies depending on rider and riding conditions 



P E D A L  P O W E R E D  F U N  S E T  I N  M O T I O N 

The Surrey Company’s latest offering, impello, is a new twist on 
an old idea. impello, to set in motion in Latin, is a unique     
three wheeled, recumbent cycle that is both light weight and durable.  
The recumbent, adjustable seating provides the riders with a            
comfortable cycling advantage.  The unique impello concept 
has a history of being wildly successful in the rental business because it 
is fun to ride. 
 
impello is available with the Easy 7 Speed Shimano Gearing 
Package, which allows the driver and passenger to enjoy a selection of 
seven gears together.  Other options  will include electric assist, stylish 
awning top, windshield and lights, with many more to come. 
 
impello is offered exclusively by The Surrey Company and 
proves there are limits to what others can  imitate.  impello 
steps out of the leisure cycle realm and into alternative transportation for 
trips to the neighborhood grocery store, school, parks and all other     
destinations for pedal powered fun set in motion. 

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING... 
“You are outstanding at what you do, and I am so deeply             
appreciative to you for your help.”                  Linda W.  from Michigan 
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION* 
 
 Length 75 inches  Width 48 inches 
 
 Height 36 inches  Weight 125 pounds  
 

* All technical information is approximated and subject to change periodically 

The UV protected polyethylene 
and ABS body combines long 
lasting strength with light weight 
efficiency. 

The Surrey Company’s exclusive rear alloy steel differential 
axle permits dual rear wheel drive and incorporates a rear 
disc brake. 

The spacious interior provides plenty of room 
for the two adjustable bucket seats providing 
the riders with recumbent comfort. 

The reinforced steel chassis is 
designed to withstand the rigors 
of a commercial rental business 
but light enough to provide an 
easy, enjoyable  ride. 
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Aluminum alloy sealed 
bearing wheels include 
stainless steel spokes. 



The Surrey 
D E L U X E 

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING... 
“We are enjoying the new Surrey.  We took it for a test run and have had it 

out every night since. We won the “Best Little Float Award” in the parade.       
Thanks again.”                                                                               Max D. from Texas 

International Surrey Company LTD.’s Surrey Deluxe is the finest Surrey  
in the world. The Surrey Company reintroduces many time tested      
features in the Surrey Deluxe.  On the industry leading Surrey Deluxe, 
designed for up to 3 adults and 2 children, the seating arrangement and 
pedal placement provide the greatest cycling advantage available, 
which means an easier more pleasurable ride.  Aluminum alloy wheels 
and cranks, heavy gauge stainless steel spokes (the strongest in the 
industry), high quality stainless steel frame components and aluminum 
fenders are all standard equipment. From the patented, stylish child 
seat, the first of its kind offering two independent sets of handle bars for 
the children, to the fully integrated dual drink holder and mirror mounts, 
the Surrey Deluxe is guaranteed to keep the competition scratching 
their heads trying to imitate The Surrey Company.  
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION* 
 
 Length 75 inches  Width 42 inches 
 
 Height 72 inches  Weight 170 pounds  
 

* All technical information is approximated and subject to change periodically 

The “Wide Track” front wheel base design provides greater 
lateral stability in turns. 

Our patented, fully padded child seat with 
safety straps and dual handlebars ensures that 
the kids ride in the same comfort as mom and 
dad and makes the kids’ ride fun! 

High quality, aluminum alloy cranks with 
sealed bearing bottom brackets are superior 
to the cheap steel cranks that are standard in 
the industry. 

The reinforced carbon steel frame is painted with 49 series Tiger Drylac oven baked 
powered coat paint, guaranteed not to fade. 
 
The Surrey Deluxe comes standard with foam injected, ergonomic seats, front and 
rear LED lamps, stainless steel nuts, bolts and washers, heavy duty brake cables, 
industrial grade nickel plated chain and aluminum alloy, sealed bearing wheels, 
which include 10 gauge stainless steel spokes, the strongest in the industry.   
 
The awning is high quality, Sunbrella marine grade canvas, which is far superior to 
cheap plastic imitation awnings used by others in the industry. 
 
 

Available in red, yellow, orange, blue and green. 

The best designed frame 
that maximizes strength 
while minimizing weight. 

Surrey Deluxe because details matter... 

The optional Easy 7 Speed Shimano 
Gearing Package is specially engineered 
and exclusively offered by The Surrey   
Company. It is 7 speeds of fun! 
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Surrey Limousine 
D E L U X E 

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING... 
“I have to tell you that we love the Surrey Limousine.  We have been riding it 
nearly everyday, grocery store, restaurants, friend’s houses, 4 mile loops just 
for fun.  We enjoy the looks.  We’ve had two people take pictures, and       
everyone has a comment. Wanted to say HI and thank you.”     
             Brent S. from Arizona 

International Surrey Company LTD.’s industry leading, Surrey Limousine 
Deluxe is the larger sibling of the Surrey Deluxe. The Surrey Limousine 
Deluxe, designed for up to 6 adults and 2 children, offers a seating    
arrangement and pedal placement that provides the greatest cycling          
advantage available, which means an easier, more pleasurable ride.  
The patented, stylish child seat, the first of its kind offering two           
independent sets of handle bars for the children, optional Easy 7       
Speed Shimano Gearing Package, fully integrated dual drink holder and 
mirror mounts are unique final touches that help set apart the Surrey           
Limousine Deluxe as the finest 8 passenger Surrey in the world.   
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION* 
 
 Length 102 inches  Width 42 inches 
 
 Height 72 inches  Weight 260 pounds  
 

* All technical information is approximated and subject to change periodically 

The “Wide Track” front wheel 
base design provides greater 
lateral stability in turns. 

The Surrey Limousine Deluxe offers our patented 
fully padded child seat with safety straps and dual      
handlebars to make the kids’ ride fun! 

High quality, Sunbrella marine grade 
canvas awnings are standard.  We 
do not cut corners with cheap plastic 
imitation  awnings. 

Surrey Limousine Deluxe offers the only 
independently freewheeling, aluminum alloy 
cranks with optional 36, 32 or 30 tooth 
chain rings. 

Aluminum alloy sealed bearing wheels include 10 gauge 
stainless steel spokes, the strongest in the industry. 

The reinforced carbon steel frame is painted with 49 series Tiger Drylac oven baked 
powered coat paint, guaranteed not to fade. 
 
The Surrey Limousine Deluxe comes standard with  foam injected, ergonomic seats, 
stainless steel nuts, bolts and washers, heavy duty brake cables and industrial 
grade chain.  

Available in red, yellow, blue, orange and green. 

Surrey Limousine Deluxe is excellence... 

The optional Easy 7 Speed 
Shimano Gearing Package 
is specially engineered and 
exclusively offered by The 
Surrey Company.  
It is 7 speeds of fun! 
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The best designed frame that maximizes 
strength while minimizing weight. 
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